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In a previous article, we characterized 

enterprise risk management (ERM) as a 

“journey,” during which an organization 

learns to embrace risk management holisti-

cally across its structures and functions.1 We 

described ERM as “a process that broadens 

and formalizes how an organization thinks 

about and manages its risks,” and we sug-

gested that internal audit leaders were well 

positioned to serve as organizational ERM 

change catalysts and champions.

The ERM Journey Begins With 

Compliance

Within the highly regulated healthcare 

industry, compliance risk is one of today’s 

hottest business buttons. Compliance 

represents a major cost factor across the 

industry, and its implementation and 

reporting requirements often create real 

impediments to an individual organization’s 

drive for profi tability and market share.  

Virtually all healthcare organizations 

confront signifi cant compliance risk, and 

their ability to manage it has a critical 

impact on their competitive advantage.

Regrettably, many healthcare 

organizations continue to restrict their risk-

management efforts to individual functions, 

rather than striving to build an enterprise-

wide perception of compliance.  As a result, 

compliance-based risk management is 

viewed from that very limited perspective 

reaction: of specifi c, situational and 

unrelated responses to individual 

compliance events or circumstances.  In 

fact, a reactive approach to compliance is 

contrary to successful risk management, 

which utilizes a highly proactive process 

to address compliance risk through the 

application of directed, pre-determined 

strategies that are continuously monitored 

and measured for effectiveness.  In this 

context, compliance risk presents an 

organization with a powerful means 

UTILIZING ERM TO MANAGE 
COMPLIANCE

of building operating effi ciencies and 

reducing compliance costs.  Today’s leading 

healthcare organizations understand that 

effective risk management relative to their 

compliance efforts is a strategic imperative 

that can be neither ignored nor deferred.

 Risk management at any level implies 

the presence of a strategy, and strategy 

is supported by structure.  In terms of 

managing risks related to compliance, 

the use of a framework that incorporates 

the essential elements of ERM provides 

the structure necessary to rationalize, 

develop and execute the organization’s risk-

management effort.  In the model shown 

below, each of the framework’s individual 

elements is fully integrated with the risk-

management process; supporting the 

organization’s approach to compliance risk 

management.

The Crowe Chizek Enterprise Risk 

Management Framework
sm

 The fi ve components of the ERM 

process represented by this model are key 

to any healthcare organization’s effective 

management of compliance risk. Each 

component includes a series of essential 

activities:

! Analyzing risks: determine and list 

compliance risks, link them to specifi c 

compliance procedures or functions, 

and assess their effects.

! Developing strategy: build and refi ne 

strategies to resolve compliance issues 

and create synergies that link responses 

to compliance. Strategies will hinge upon 

the assessed nature and effects of the risk 

and may involve actions such as control or 

transfer. Also, risks may be outsourced or 

avoided.

! Implementing strategy: apply the 

strategy initiative by defi ning and 

coordinating roles and responsibilities.

! Auditing and monitoring strat-

egy:  determine the impact of the 

implemented strategy and continuously 

monitor its results and effectiveness.

! Communicating strategy:  design 

and initiate plans to communicate 

risk-management strategies and results 

to internal and appropriate external 

stakeholders.

Analyzing Compliance Activities

Analysis is the logical starting point of 

compliance-based risk management.  This 

step allows internal auditors to identify the 

organization’s specifi c compliance risks, 

trace them to their sources — the processes 

in which the risks reside — and measure 

their effects.  Analysis of compliance risk 

is conducted as a methodical audit process 

that includes several basic, sequential steps:

! Compare all relevant regulations and 

assess the business catalysts.

! Identify the relevant components 

of each regulation based on the 

surrounding context.

! Determine the most suitable level of 

compliance appropriate to the situation; 

for example, should the organization 

invest in a best-practice approach, or 
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should it apply the minimum effort 

required to achieve compliance.

! Conduct an assessment of risk to 

defi ne the overall effects of delivering 

the requisite level of compliance.

! Determine enforcement aspects 

of compliance; for example, CMS 

actions, fi nes and sanctions.

Assessment tools such as check-lists 

(a simplifi ed example follows) often help 

to facilitate the analysis of compliance 

requirements, prioritize relevant 

components of risk, and compare sources 

and impacts of risk on a “high–medium–

low” scale.

The development and use of assessment 

tools to evaluate specifi c areas of compliance 

risk achieves several important objectives. 

First, it provides for a consistent approach 

to risk analysis that crosses functions 

and individuals within the organization. 

Second, it enables an accurate comparison 

of compliance risk from function to 

function and process to process. And third, 

it minimizes procedural ambiguity, because 

everyone involved in the risk audit is working 

within the same assessment parameters and 

is using the same language to identify and 

evaluate risk.

ERM and Compliance: The Intersection

The application of an ERM framework 

to compliance will yield innumerable 

benefi ts to any healthcare organization. 

The most signifi cant of these is the fact 

that an ERM approach can facilitate the 

management of compliance efforts across 

the organization, rather than confi ning 

compliance risk management to a single 

function such as Internal Audit.  This, in 

turn, will do much to eliminate the “risk-

silo mentality” that characterizes so many 

organizations within the healthcare industry 

today.  An enterprise-wide perspective 

regarding compliance, moreover, will go a 

long way toward:

! Facilitating a unifi ed organizational 

approach to compliance;

! Encouraging proactive, well-reasoned 

and continuous response, rather than 

temporary, unsustainable reaction;

! Minimizing redundancies;

! Reducing the possibility that indi-

vidual, stand-alone processes will 

be implemented to fulfi ll a specifi c 

requirement when the process can 

better be integrated into an existing 

procedure;

! Helping to focus organizational atten-

tion on relevant areas of compliance 

so that no area is ignored or lost in the 

process; and

! Promoting development of an integrated, 

comprehensive compli-ance policy 

architecture that is based upon a well-

defi ned strategy and coordination of 

effort, rather than an approach that is 

fragmented, unfocused, and inadequate 

relative to current and future needs.

Healthcare organizations that 

aim to manage risk as a means of 

reducing cost, increasing profi tability 

and building competitive advantage 

recognize the profound value of ERM.  

Many will understand, as well, that 

the implementation of an enterprise-

wide approach to compliance makes an 
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excellent starting point from which to 

begin the ERM journey.  An effort of this 

magnitude makes sense, however, only 

if it is perceived holistically.  It must be 

implemented as a sustained, across-the-

organization initiative that is vigorously 

communicated to stakeholders and is 

continuously monitored for effectiveness.  

Properly designed and executed, an ERM 

approach to compliance will do much 

to control organizational costs, reduce 

exposure to liability and enhance long-

term performance.  Clearly, then, the 

business case for enterprise-wide risk 

management is potent.  Moreover, in 

today’s increasingly regulated business 

environment, the passage of each new 

restriction and industry standard only 

serves to strengthen the ERM imperative.   

!

Dorri McGhee, CIA, CPA, can be reached 

dmcghee@crowechizek.com.
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